I am writing to meditate on this theme of deep and enduring sadness because I think it is a space in palliative care that largely remains hidden in the shadows, far off the main corridors of hustlebustle doing and achieving in the care of very sick and dying people. We tend to shun that space of sadness largely because we don't know what to do about it. There isn't much in the manuals or the research literature about how to treat or deal with deep existential sadness. I suspect we also shy away from this space because we fear being drawn into the depths of another human being's sadness. Being drawn into that sadness without an "exit strategy", particularly if that person's tragedy and sadness may powerfully foreshadow a sadness that will become our very own? No! Not that, not now! We perhaps instinctively sense, without deciding in full consciousness, that we should stay away from such deep sadness and stay with what we can do and achieve; stay with what we were trained to do.
And this brings me to another and related reason for writing a meditation on this theme of sadness. I'll focus this moment of the meditation on myself, although I think there are others like me.
I instinctively rebel against any suggestion, let alone any overt declaration, that certain experiences or situations or conditions can be so bad and so sad that there is nothing we can do to achieve a change or to redeem the sadness. I write not only to question, but definitely to counter, this assumption of mine that there are no limits to our educated powers to make everything good and right again. I write to wake myself up and to scold my naïve instinct of rebellion against the reality of sadnesses so deep and unredeemable that they stop us in our tracks. They force us away from the activist question of what we are going to do and achieve and drives us towards the conversion question of who we are going to be for people now deep in that space of existential sadness when there is nothing more we can professionally do for them. I write to awaken myself, and others who may need such awakening, to the reality of tragedies that cannot be transformed into anything else on this Earth.
Why This Theme Now?
I first realized only in the past few days that there could be a link, perhaps even a bond, between a young physician here in Canada caring for very sick older people and a man in Afghanistan who had just witnessed a suicide bomb blast that had destroyed six children at play in the farming village of Gush Khana, close to the city of Kandahar. Deep sadness is that link and it bonds people wherever in the world even the minima of humanity still grace this Earth.
The man in the Afghan farming village, witnessing the continuing carnage in his land, and calling it a cataclysm within which everyone seems to be utterly helpless, feeble, and powerless against all the destructive forced around himthis man declares: "We can do nothing but cry." How is this man linked and, though unknowingly, bonded to this young Canadian woman physician, despite the world of a difference in their situations? She, witnessing one story after another of deep sadness, in some cases of unconsolable and unremitting sadness over what was once a life and now is withering away, she too felt low and down and sad. The young physician's question? What can we possibly do for such sadness? We shouldn't try to medicate this sadness away, should we?
And We?
This editorial's title asks an open question of all of us when we find ourselves in the presence of deep and enduring sadness, the question, "And we?" Well, in the face of such sadness, we may find ourselves to be frail, helpless, and bereft of any clear and detailed plan of action and intervention. We may simply not know what to do. We can, however, think as clearly as possible about what we should not try to do. I present the following thoughts for the critical reflection of all readers.
A Thought. We should not confound sadness with depression.
There is a growing opposition to "the pathologisation and medicalisation of the ordinary human condition of sadness" (4). In his review of the book, The Loss of Sadness, the psychiatrist and medical anthropologist Arthur Kleinman, pursues this quoted idea with the related statement, "Most of us doubtless do not want to see sadness transformed into clinical depression. And for good reason. Treating normal sadness has not been shown to be effective…" Indeed, we should not confound sadness with depression, although both may be simultaneously present in the same suffering person. No, we should not try to medicate sadness away.
A Thought. We should not succumb to utopian thinking.
We should not be surprised or shocked if some human hearts are crushed by a sadness they can hardly bear; a heavy sadness pressing down, down deeply into the soul and forcing all the resistant air of courage out of their being. We should not hound people or try to convert them into accepting their losses and into moving beyond their sadness when they cannot. We should stop assuming, or worse still, demanding that all will turn out for the best and that happiness must, at all costs, rule the days of the saddened, if not just yet, then surely at the very end. If we are currently doing so, we should rapidly stop imagining that palliative care operates only within, or to bring about, the best of all possible worlds.
A Thought. Don't fear to be speechless and to cry.
An elderly woman, rapidly losing her long battle with leukemia, walks slowly through all the rooms of her home and then out into her garden. She had to leave shortly for the hospital where she knows she will soon die. So she lingers over the goodbye forever to her garden. Alive it is, that garden. It is almost as though each rock and flower bed, each tree and bench, each carefully selected stone vase and slate slab of the pathway are now silent gatherings of all those wonderful days and events and loved ones of so many springs, summers, and autumns. And now she has to take leave of this garden, of her cat, and of all she has been there. She is crushed by such a heavy inescapable sadness. Like the man in Afghanistan, she can do nothing but cry. But a nurse, long known to the elderly lady, was with her in the garden that afternoon. The nurse did not speak. She just held the old woman close to her, and let the old woman's inconsolable sadness enter into her own soul, and the two together, the nurse and the old woman, sobbed together into the late afternoon (5) .
Sometimes, but not always, a person of uncommon humanity can enter into our deep sadness and cry with us. The sadness stays, but now we are no longer alone in its darkness. A hand is in our hand, an arm around our shoulder, and our crying is taken up by the crying of another. And we? Can we do that for another human being in her deep and enduring sadness?
